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BLAND Opens “Cosmo Bazaar” Phase 2 to Accommodate Business Growth and Fulfill Every
Lifestyle in the Heart of Muang Thong Thani
Bangkok Land Public Company Limited or BLAND, one of Thailand’s leading property developers, has
continued developing commercial projects to accommodate business growth and fulfill every lifestyle. Now
it is expanding its shopping center market by opening “Cosmo Bazaar” Phase 2 which is connected to
“Cosmo Bazaar” Phase 1 that has been open since 2017. The whole project covers a total area of 102,460
square meters between the two buildings and features over 300 retail stores with an investment of 2,000
million baht. “Cosmo Bazaar,” an all-inclusive entertainment complex in a high market-potential location
with convenient transportation, less traffic, and a parking facility that can accommodate more than 2,200
vehicles, is open to the public now.
“Muang Thong Thani has become a hub of business and entertainment amenities. In order to transform
this new urban community to reach its perfection, we are constantly working on new developments to
facilitate more than 200,000 residents, office workers within Muang Thong Thani, and at least 10 million
visitors at the IMPACT Exhibition and Convention Center every year. Apparently, many consumers tend to
opt for shopping at the shopping malls, making the “Cosmo Bazaar” Phrase 1 project which has been open

for 2 years successful. With our strong determination to keep on serving our customers, we now open the
“Cosmo Bazaar” Phase 2 which is connected to Phase 1 building to completely satisfy customer needs and
fulfill their lifestyles. I am certain that it can mirror the perfect city life without having to put up with exhausting
commute and traffic jam,” said Mr. Peter Kanjanapas, Managing Director of Bangkok Land Public
Company Limited.

The “Cosmo Bazaar” project is a shopping and entertainment center in the heart of Muang Thong Thani
in an elegant 10-story building comprising two connected buildings accommodating over 290 stores
including leading restaurants such as Starbucks, S&P, KFC, MK, Yayoi, Katsuya, Santa Fe, and IT shops
and a game arcade. In addition, it is a fun-filled entertainment hub featuring Hero City Game Center, five
SF Cinema movie theaters, MaxValu, the biggest supermarket in Thailand with a total area of over 3,000
square meters, and Jetts Fitness, a trendy 24-hour health club for health-conscious consumers.
To ensure the utmost convenience, comfort and safety for customers, “Cosmo Bazaar” Phase 1 also
provides a transportation terminal (Cosmo Bazaar: Van Stations) on the second floor. The air-conditioned
van stations offer daily van service with a clean waiting area, queue machines with 12 available seats per
queue, LCD monitors displaying platform numbers and routes, retail shops, beverages, and clean toilets.
In addition, all the drivers need to pass the medical examination to check for any signs of health conditions
for the safety of the passengers. There are 5 van stations operated daily between Muang Thong Thani and
the major stations: Victory Monument, Future Park, Sanam Luang, The Mall Ngamwongwan, and
Chatuchak, from 5 a.m. to 10 p.m.

